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Client  Service  Associated Fees  Comments 

EHRs 

 

WENO Switch API  

 

 

$800 one-time sign on fee 

+ 

$750/every 2 years for 

the WENO Drug Database. 

+ 

NewRx transactions:  

$0.05  or FREE option 

Once paid at wenoexchange.com, we will set up a kick off meeting.   

NOTE:  This API requires a drug database. (To learn more about WENO’s 

drug database go to https://wenoexchange.com/products-for-sale/  ).  

This API includes support for & access to the all the tools needed to 

route NewRx messages from your prescribers to pharmacies.  IF you 

need to route EPCS,  your EHR must provide a DEA approved audit.  If 

you do not have this audit, but need EPCS, consider the WENO Online 

API or the EZ Integration option.  

EHRs WENO Online API 

– includes the 

DEA approved 

audit needed for 

EPCS. 

 

$800 one-time sign on fee 

+ 

$750/every 2 years for 

the WENO Drug Database 

+ 

NewRx transactions:  

$0.05  or FREE option. 

+ 

Prescriber user fees.  

Choice of $99/year with 

ads or $180/year without 

ads displaying. 

Once paid at wenoexchange.com, we will set up a kick off meeting.  

NOTE: This API requires a drug database. ( To learn more about WENO’s 

drug database go to https://wenoexchange.com/products-for-sale/  ).  

This API includes support & access to the tools needed to provide your 

EHR with the ability to route NewRx messages, including EPCS, without 

having your own DEA approved prescriber system audit.  This API will  

give your EHR the most screen control.  You’ll present an iframe only 

when the DEA rules require the prescriber to land on the WENO Online 

screens.  All other functions are done on your side.   

EHRs 

 

EHR EZ 

Integration -

includes the DEA 

approved audit 

needed for EPCS. 

$300 one-time sign on fee  

+ 

Prescriber user fees.  

Choice of $99/year with 

ads or $180/year without 

ads displaying. 

Register & pay for an EZ Integration Account at 

online.wenoexchange.com.  A drug database is not necessary.  This 

service includes support & access to the developer’s tools for EZ 

integration.  It allows you to offer ePrescribing, including EPCS, to your 

prescribers without having your own DEA approved audit.  You’ll direct 

prescribers to WENO Online’s iframe screens to compose eRxs & access 

their Rx Logs without manual patient data entries.  You will synch all 

eRx activity to update patient records. 

PTVs NCPDP Standard 

ePrescribing 

Routing  

Mutually waived 

onboarding; 10 

cents/NewRxs 

The parties agree to mutually waive onboarding  fees.  PTVs can sign up 

at wenoexchange.com to generate a kick off meeting and get access to 

the certification dashboard and support. NewRx transactions are 10 

cents per fillable eRx message received unless the Parties can agree, in 

writing, to a different fee structure.  WENO will meet a competitor’s 

fees with WENO approved historical evidence. 

Others Secure messaging FREE  Register at online.wenoexchange.com for a Personal Account or a 

Healthcare Provider account without EPCS functions. 

Others HIPAA Manual 

(Simplified) 

Price as posted on  

wenoexchange.com 

A manual to make your own that comes with forms/samples & 

orientation with 6 months of email support. NO WARRANTIES. 
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